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1. The ‘Srisail Dam’ is constructed across the Krishna river in the
Indian states of _

A Gujarat and Madhya Pradesh

B Telangana and Andhra Pradesh

C Maharashtra and Andhra Pradesh

D Telangana and Madhya Pradesh

E Karnataka and Andhra Pradesh

Solution

The ‘Srisail Dam’ is constructed across the Krishna river in the

Indian states of Telangana and Andhra Pradesh

The Srisailam Dam is constructed across the Krishna River in

Kurnool district, Andhra Pradesh near Srisailam temple town and is

the 2nd largest capacity working hydroelectric station in the country.

2. Which web portal has been launched to reduce paperwork in the Lok
Sabha, the lower house of parliament of India?



A e -portal

B m -portal

C w -portal

D n -portal

E s -portal

Solution

e -portal has been launched to reduce paperwork in the Lok Sabha, the

lower house of parliament of India

3. Which of the following is not the part of the structure of the financial
system in India?

A Industrial Finance



B Agricultural Finance

C Government Finance

D Personal Finance

E All of these are part of it

Solution

Personal Finance is not the part of the structure of the financial

system in India.

Personal finance is a term that covers managing your money as well

as saving and investing. It encompasses budgeting, banking,

insurance, mortgages, investments, retirement planning, and tax and

estate planning.

4. Prior to the establishment of the Reserve Bank of India, the
government banking business was conducted by which of the
following organisations?

A Bank of India

B Central Bank of India



C Imperial Bank of India

D National bank of India

E Bank of Baroda

Solution

Prio rto the establishment of the Reserve Bank of India, the

government banking business was conducted by Imperial Bank of

India.

The Imperial Bank of India (IBI) was one of the oldest and the

largest commercial bank of the Indian subcontinent, and was

subsequently transformed into the State Bank of India in 1955.

Initially, as per its royal charter, it acted as the central bank for

British India prior to the formation of the Reserve Bank of India in

1950.

5. Which expert committee has been constituted to explore alternatives
to pellet guns as non –lethal weapons?

A Rajesh Kumar Committee



B Rajeev Krishna Committee

C TVSN Prasad Committee

D Tushar Tripathy Committee

E Other than those given as an option

Solution

With over 100 people being treated for severe eye injuries after

security forces fired pellet guns to contain violence triggered after

the killing of Hizbul Mujahideen commander Burhan Wani in

Kashmir, Union Home Minister Rajnath Singh has approved the

constitution of a seven-member expert committee for exploring the

other possible alternatives to pellet guns as non-lethal weapons.

The committee was formed under the chairmanship of T.V.S.N.

Prasad, Joint Secretary, Ministry of Home Affairs, and comprised

Atul Karwal, IG, CRPF, Srinagar; Rajeev Krishna, IG (Ops.), BSF;

Rajesh Kumar, IPS, J-K Police; Tushar Tripathy, IOFS, DDG, Small

Arms, OFB; Dr Manjit Singh, Director, TBRL, Chandigarh; and Dr

Naresh Bhatnagar, Professor, IIT, Delhi.

6. Which of the following is not a general credit control measure?



A Bank rate

B Variable reserve ratios

C Open market operation

D

Regulation of margin requirements on advances against agricultural
commodities

E Other than those given as an option

Solution

Regulation of margin requirementson advances against agricultural

commoditiesis not a general credit control measure.

The various methods employed by the RBI to control credit creation

power of the commercial banks can be classified in two groups, viz.,

quantitative controls and qualitative controls.

Quantitative controls are designed to regulate the volume of credit

created by the banking system.For example: Bank Rate,Open

Market Operations,Variable Reserve Ratios &

Qualitative measures or selective methods are designed to regulate

the flow of credit in specific uses.For example: Margin



Requirements,Credit Rationing,Regulation of Consumer Credit &

Moral Suasion.

7. Which state government has recentlysigned a pact with Japan to
develop the food value chain in the state?

A Karnataka

B Maharashtra

C Kerala

D Andhra Pradesh

E Uttar Pradesh

Solution

Food value chain to be developed in UP in collaboration with Japan.

Food value chains are developed to increase competitive advantage

through collaboration in a venture.



A food value chain links producers, processors, marketers, food

service companies, retailers and supporting groups.

8. The process of the total valuation of the financial capital assess of a
country is known as _

A Market capitalisation

B Other than those given option

C Gross Domestic Product

D Net Wealth of a country

E Gross Domestic Resources

Solution

The process of the total valuation of the financial capital assess of a

country is known as Market capitalisation.

Market capitalization refers to how much a company is worth as

determined by the stock market. It is defined as the total market

value of all outstanding shares.

To calculate a company's market cap, multiply the number of

outstanding shares by the current market value of one share.



9. The 2016 India International Footwear Fair (IIFF) has started in
which of the following cities?

A New Delhi

B Kanpur

C Jaipur

D Bhopal

E Mumbai

Solution

The Union Finance Minister Arun Jaitley has inaugurated the 2nd

edition of India International Footwear Fair (IIFF) 2016 at Pragati

Maidan, New Delhi.

India International Footwear Fair ( IIFF) Delhi, (known as India

International Leather Fair Delhi till 2015) held from August 05-07,

2016 in halls 14 and 18 at Pragati Maidan, New Delhi.

IIFF was launched in 2015 and this will be the second edition of the

event.



IIFF will have on display the entire range of products relating to

footwear and leather industries: footwear, raw material, finished

products and auxiliary products such as Synthetic material, finished

leather; shoe components - uppers, soles, heels, counters, lasts;

footwear machinery and equipment, process technology, software,

chemicals and publications.

10. The term ‘hyper-inflation’ means __

A a situation with a moderate rise in the price level

B

an inflationary situation where the external sources are the primary contributing
factors

C

a ‘runaway’ or ‘galloping’ inflationary situation where the monetary unit
becomes almost worthless

D a situation where the cost of living index is rising alarmingly

E other than those given as options

Solution

The term ‘hyper-inflation’ means a ‘runaway’ or

‘galloping’inflationary situation where the monetary unit becomes



almost worthless.

Hyperinflation is a term to describe rapid, excessive, and out-of-

control general price increases in an economy.

While inflation is a measure of the pace of rising prices for goods

and services, hyperinflation is rapidly rising inflation, typically

measuring more than 50% per month.

Hyperinflation is a rare event for developed economies, it has

occurred many times throughout history in countries such as China,

Germany, Russia, Hungary, and Argentina.
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